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Brandon Kiwanis Club Bulletin  

 Meeting for June 20 

 

Kiwanis Business 
The club needs a nominee for president for the next year. Hamid said that it was an easy job! All 

you had to do was relax and let everyone else do the work! Well, I don’t think anyone believes 

Hamid did any relaxing and letting others do the work since he has been so incredibly dynamic 

and a great leader. We need to assure whoever might be willing that we don’t expect the same 

level of commitment that Hamid has shown (otherwise we will scare everyone off for sure). 

 

Hamid has the following message to the club 

Please put out a call/reminder in the Bulletin for members to Register for the Western Canada 

District Convention in WPG ASAP while rooms are still available at convention rates, and to get 

registered for the convention.  We need to send a delegation for the 100
th

 Anniversary of our 

District!  We ask people to support us, therefore we must support them, especially for an 

important milestone like this. 

 

For those who will be buying sleepers for Bev to take to the convention for the Everybody Loves 

A Baby project, Doug Corder said he would take them in at the next meeting to hold for Bev. 

 

As the summer break is rapidly approaching we should remind everyone that Kiwanis coffee 

breaks continue through the summer. Monday and Saturday at McDonalds on Victoria at 

9:30AM and Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at the Chicken Delight on Rosser at 

9:30AM. Lots of wisdom exchanged at these informal gatherings. 

 

 

Speaker 
 

Our speaker was Jack Jacobson of J&G construction. Jack gave us a brief overview of the origins 

of J&G starting with his father Jake and Walter Greiner. He ran the company for many years 

until 2005 when his son Jared took over. He said they were putting up about 250 units a year of 

housing and frequently found it hard to get the necessary labour. He went though the many sub-

units of the business involving a sand/gravel company, land development branch, Rona, etc. 
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They started a hotels branch with the Victoria Inn and then the Royal Oak, Victoria Inn near the 

airport in Wpg and now several elsewhere (Thunder Bay, Toronto…). 

 

   Asked how many employees they had and he estimated 4600 direct employees and perhaps 

5000 employed with sub-trades in construction. Many of the permanent employees would be in 

the hotel operations. 

 

Our photo specialist Hugh is in Southern Ontario visiting family so Jack’s likeness is not 

preserved here. 

 

 

What’s happening at Kiwanis  

1) June 27  Business meeting 

2) July  no meetings 

3) August no meetings 

4) September 5  Fall meetings commence 

 

John Rice, Bulletin editor 

           Hugh Cowan, photography 

 

 

 

 

 

  


